
CHAPTER 4 
Reasoning from Evidence to Claims 

Overview The chapter begins by addressing two common problems: claims 
without evidence (unsubstantiated claims) and evidence without claims (point
less evidence). The chapter then offers a brief summary of rules of argument 
and of the two most basic forms of arranging evidence and claims: deduction 
(moving from a general claim to specific evidence) and induction (moving from 
specific evidence to a more general claim). 

Ultimately, we argue for the importance of saying more about less. The 
phrase we use for this idea is DOING 10 oN 1-making ten points and observa
tions about a single example. The chapter ends with several templates-step 
by step procedures-for organizing papers. 

In all disciplines, and in virtually any writing situation, it is important 
to support claims with evidence, to make your evidence lead to claims, and 
especially to be explicit about how you've arrived at the connection between 
your evidence and your claims. 

Linking Evidence and Claims 
The relationship between evidence and claims is rarely self-evident. The word 
evident comes from a Latin verb meaning "to see." To say that the truth of a 
statement is "self-evident" means that it does not need proving because its 
truth can be plainly seen by all. The thought connections that have occurred 
to you about what the evidence means will not automatically occur to others. 
Persuasive writing always makes the connections between evidence and claim 
overt (see Figure 4.1). 

The first step in learning to explain the connection between your evi
dence and your claims is to remember that evidence rarely, if ever, can be 
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Linking Evidence and Claims 
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left to speak for itself. When you leave evidence to speak for itself, you are 
assuming that it can be interpreted in only one way and that others will nec
essarily think as you do. 

Writers who think that evidence speaks for itself generally do very little 
with it. Sometimes they will present it without making any overt claims, 
stating, for example, "There was no alcohol at the party," and expecting the 
reader to understand this statement as a sign of approval or disapproval. 
Alternatively, they may simply place the evidence next to a claim: "The party 
was terrible-there was no alcohol," or "The party was great-there was no 
alcohol." Juxtaposing the evidence with the claim Oust putting them next 
to each other) leaves out the thinking that connects them, thereby imply
ing that the logic of the connection is obvious. But even for readers prone to 
agreeing with a given claim, simply pointing to the evidence is rarely enough. 

The Functions of Evidence 
A common assumption about evidence is that it is "the stuff that proves I'm 
right." Although this way of thinking about evidence is not wrong, it is much 
too limited. Corroboration (proving the validity of a claim) is one of the func
tions of evidence, but not the only one. 

It helps to remember that the word prove actually comes from a Latin 
verb meaning "to test." The noun form of prove, proof, has two meanings: 
(1) evidence sufficient to establish a thing as true or believable, and (2) the 
act of testing for truth or believability. When you operate on the basis of the 
first definition of proof alone, you are far more likely to seek out evidence that 
supports only your point of view, ignoring or dismissing other evidence that 
could lead to a different and possibly better idea. 

The advantage to following the second definition of the word proof-in 
the sense of testing-is that you will be better able to negotiate among com
peting points of view. Doing so will predispose your readers to consider what 
you have to say, because you are offering them not only the thoughts a person 
has had, but also a person in the act of thinking. Writing well means sharing 
your thought process with your readers, telling them why you believe the 
evidence means what you say it does. 

"Because I Say So": Unsubstantiated Claims 
Problem: Making claims that lack supporting evidence. 
Solution: Using concrete details to support and sharpen the claim. 

Unsubstantiated claims occur when a writer concentrates only on con-
clusions, omitting the evidence that led to them. At the opposite extreme, 
pointless evidence results when a writer offers a mass of detail attached to an 
overly general claim. Both of these problems can be solved by offering readers 
the evidence that led to the claim and explaining how the evidence led there. 

The word unsubstantiated means "without substance." An unsubstantiated 
claim is not necessarily false, it just offers none of the concrete "stuff' upon 
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which the claim is based. When a writer makes an unsubstantiated claim, 
he or she has assumed that readers will believe it just because the writer put 
it out there. Perhaps more important, unsubstantiated claims deprive a writer 
of details. If you lack actual "stuff' to analyze, you tend to overstate your posi
tion and leave your readers wondering exactly what you mean. 

You can see the problem of unsubstantiated assertions not only in papers 
but also in everyday conversation. It occurs when people get in the habit of 
leaping to conclusions-forming impressions so quickly and automatically 
that they have difficulty even recalling what triggered a particular response. 
Ask such people why they thought a new acquaintance is pretentious, and 
they will rephrase the generalization rather than offer the evidence that led 
to it: the person is pretentious because he puts on airs. 

Simply rephrasing your generalizations rather than offering evidence 
starves your thinking; it also shuts out readers. If, for example, you defend your 
judgment that a person is pretentious by saying that he puts on airs, you have 
ruled on the matter and dismissed it. (You have also committed a logical flaw 
known as a circular argument; because "pretentious" and "putting on airs" mean 
virtually the same thing, using one in support of the other is arguing in a circle.) 
If, by contrast, you include the grounds upon which your judgment is based
that he uses words without regard to whether his listeners will understand or 
that he always wears a bow tie-you have at least given readers a glimpse of 
your evaluative criteria. Readers are far more likely to accept your views if you 
give them the chance to think with you about the evidence. The alternative
offering groundless assertions-is to expect them to take your word for it. 

There is, of course, an element of risk in providing the details that have 
informed your judgment. You leave yourself open to attack if, for example, 
your readers wear bow ties. But this is an essential risk to take, for otherwise, 
you leave your readers wondering why you think as you do, or worse, unlikely 
to credit your point of view. 

Most importantly, taking care to substantiate your claims will make you 
more inclined to think openly and carefully about your judgments. And pre
cisely because what people have taken to be common knowledge ("women 
can't do math," for example, or "men don't talk about their feelings") so often 
turns out to be wrong, you should take care to avoid unsubstantiated claims. 

Distinguishing Evidence from Claims 
To check your drafts for unsubstantiated assertions, you first have to know 
how to recognize them. It is sometimes difficult to separate facts from judg
ments, data from interpretations of the data. Writers who aren't practiced 
in this skill can believe that they are offering evidence when they are really 
offering only unsubstantiated claims. In your own reading and writing, pause 
once in a while to label the sentences of a paragraph as either evidence (E) or 
claims (C) . What happens if we try to categorize the sentences of the following 
paragraph in this way? 
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The owners are ruining baseball in America. Although they claim they are losing 

money, they are really just being greedy. Some years ago, they even fired the 

commissioner, Fay Vincent, because he took the players' side. Baseball is a sport, not a 

business, and it is a sad fact that it is being threatened by greedy businessmen. 

The first and last sentences of the paragraph are claims. They draw con
clusions about as yet unstated evidence that the writer will need to provide. 
The middle two sentences are harder to classify. If particular owners have 
said publicly that they are losing money, the existence of the owners' state
ments is a fact. But the writer moves from evidence to unsubstantiated claims 
when he suggests that the owners are lying about their financial situation and 
are doing so because of their greed. Similarly, it is a fact that Commissioner 
Fay Vincent was fired, but it is only an assertion that he was fired "because 
he took the players' side," an unsubstantiated claim. Although many of us 
might be inclined to accept some version of this claim as true , we should 
not be asked to accept the writer's opinion as self-evident truth. What is the 
evidence in support of the claim? What are the reasons for believing that the 
evidence means what the writer says it does? 

The writer of the baseball paragraph, for example, offers as fact that the 
owners claim they are losing money. Ifhe were to search harder, however, he 
would find that his statement of the owners ' claim is not entirely accurate. 
The owners have not unanimously claimed that they are losing money; they 
have acknowledged that the problem has to do with poorer "small-market" 
teams competing against richer "large-market" teams. This more compli
cated version of the facts might at first be discouraging to the writer, since it 
reveals his original thesis ("greed") to be oversimplified. But then, as we have 
been saying, the function of evidence is not just to corroborate your claims, 
it should also help you to test and refine your ideas and to define your key 
terms more precisely. 

TRY THIS 4.1: Distinguishing Evidence from Claims 
Take an excerpt from your own writing, at least two paragraphs in length
perhaps from a paper you have already written, or a draft you are working 
on-and label every sentence that seems to function as either evidence (E) or 
claim (C). For sentences that appear to offer both, determine which parts of the 
sentence are evidence and which are claim, and then decide which one, E or C, 
predo.minates. What is the ratio of evidence to claim' This is also an instructive 
way of working with other writers . 

Giving Evidence a Point: Making Details Speak 
Problem: Presenting a mass of evidence without explaining how it relates 

to the claims. 

Solution: Make details speak. Explain how evidence confirms and qualifies 

the claim. 
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To make your thinking visible to your readers, follow through on the 
implications of your evidence. You have to make the details speak, convey
ing to your readers why they mean what you say they mean. 

The following example illustrates what happens when a writer leaves the 
evidence to speak for itself. 

Baseball is a sport, not a business, and it is a sad fact that it is being threatened 

by greedy businessmen. For example, Eli Jacobs, the previous owner of the 

Baltimore Orioles, sold the team to Peter Angelos for one hundred million 

dollars more than he had spent ten years earlier when he purchased it. Also, a 

new generation of baseball stadiums has been built in the last few decades- in 

Baltimore, Chicago, Arlington (Texas), Cleveland, San Francisco, Milwaukee, 

Houston, Philadelphia, Washington, and, most recently, in Miami. These parks are 

enormously expensive and include elaborate scoreboards and luxury boxes. The 

average baseball players, meanwhile, now earn more than a mi llion dollars a year, 

and they all have agents to represent them. Alex Rodriguez, the third baseman 

for the New York Yankees, is paid more than twenty million dollars a season. Sure, 

he continues to set records for homers by a player at his age, but is any ballplayer 

worth that much money? 

Unlike the previous example, which was virtually all claims, this para
graph, except for the opening claim and the closing question, is all evidence. 
The paragraph presents what we might call an "evidence sandwich": it 
encloses a series of facts between two claims. (The opening statement 
blames "greedy businessmen," presumably owners, and the closing state
ment appears to indict greedy, or at least overpaid, players.) Readers are left 
with two problems. First, the mismatch between the opening and concluding 
claims leaves it not altogether clear what the writer is saying that the evi
dence suggests. And second, he has not told readers why they should believe 
that the evidence means what he says it does. Instead, he leaves it to speak 
for itself. 

If readers are to accept the writer's implicit claims-that the spending is 
too much and that it is ruining baseball-he will have to show how and why 
the evidence supports these conclusions. The rule that applies here is that 
evidence can almost always be interpreted in more than one way. 

We might, for instance, formulate at least three conclusions from the 
evidence offered in the baseball paragraph. We might decide that the writer 
believes baseball will be ruined by going broke or that its spirit will be 
ruined by becoming too commercial. Worst of all, we might disagree with 
his claim and conclude that baseball is not really being ruined, because the 
evidence could be read as signs of health rather than decay. The profit
able resale of the Orioles, the expensive new ballparks (which, the ·writer 
neglects to mention, have drawn record crowds), and the skyrocketing sala
ries all could testify to the growing popularity, rather than the decline, of 
the sport. 
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How to Make Details Speak: A Brief Example The best way to begin making 
the details speak is to take the time to look at them, asking questions about 
what they imply. 

1. Say explicitly what you take the details to mean. 

2. State exactly how the evidence supports your claims. 

3. Consider how the evidence complicates (qualifies) your claims. 

The writer of the baseball paragraph leaves some of his claims and vir
tually all of his reasoning about the evidence implicit. What, for example, 
bothers him about the special luxury seating areas? Attempting to uncover 
his assumptions, we might speculate that he intends it to demonstrate how 
economic interests are taking baseball away from its traditional fans because 
these new seats cost more than the average person can afford. This interpre
tation could be used to support the writer's governing claim, but he would 
need to spell out the connection, to reason back to his own premises. He 
might say, for example, that baseball's time-honored role as the all-American 
sport-democratic and grass-roots-is being displaced by the tendency of 
baseball as a business to attract higher box office receipts and wealthier fans. 

The writer could then make explicit what his whole paragraph implies: 
that baseball's image as a popular pastime in which all Americans can 
participate is being tarnished by players and owners alike, whose primary 
concerns appear to be making money. In making his evidence speak in this 
way, the writer would be practicing step 3 above-using the evidence to 
complicate and refine his ideas. He would discover which specific aspect of 
baseball he thinks is being ruined, clarifying that the "greedy businessmen" 
to whom he refers include both owners and players. 

Let's emphasize the final lesson gleaned from this example. When you 
focus on tightening the links between evidence and claim, the result is almost 
always a "smaller" claim than the one you set out to prove. This is what evi
dence characteristically does to a claim: it shrinks and restricts its scope. This 
process is known as qualifying a claim. 

Sometimes it is hard to give up on the large, general assertions that 
were your first responses to your subject. But your sacrifices in scope are 
exchanged for greater accuracy and validity. The sweeping claims you lose 
("Greedy businessmen are ruining baseball") give way to less resounding
but also more informed, more incisive, and less judgmental- ideas ("Market 
pressures may not bring the end of baseball, but they are certainly changing 
the image and nature of the game"). 

More than Just "the Facts": What Counts as Evidence? 
Thus far this chapter has concentrated on h ow to use evidence after you've 
assembled it. In m any cases, though , a writer h as to consider a more basic and 
often hidden question before collecting data: what counts as evidence? 
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This question raises two related concerns: 

Relevance: in what ways does the evidence bear on the claim or problem 
that you are addressing? Do the facts really apply in this particular 
case, and if so, how? 

Framing assumptions: in what ways is the evidence colored by the point of 
view that designated it as evidence? At what point does this coloring 
undercut the authority or reliability of the evidence? 

To raise the issue of framing assumptions is not to imply that all evidence 
is merely subjective, somebody's impressionistic opinion. We are implying, 

however, that even the most apparently neutral evidence is the product of 
some way of seeing that qualifies the evidence as evidence in the first place. 
In some cases, this way of seeing is embedded in the established procedure 
of particular disciplines. In the natural sciences, for example, the actual data 
that go into the results section of a lab report or formal paper are the product 
of a highly controlled experimental procedure. As its name suggests, the sec
tion presents the results of seeing in a particular way. 

The same kind of control is present in various quantitative operations in 
the social sciences, in which the evidence is usually framed in the language of 
statistics. And in somewhat less systematic-but nonetheless similar-ways, 
evidence in the humanities and in some projects in the social sciences is con
ditioned by methodological assumptions. A literature student cannot assume, 
for example, that a particular fate befalls a character in a story because of 
events in the author's life (it is a given of literary study that biography may 
inform, but does not explain, a work of art). Evidence is never just some free
floating, absolutely reliable, objective entity for the casual observer to sample 
at random. It is always a product of certain starting assumptions and proce
dures that readers must take into account. 

In the following Voices from Across the Curriculum, Political Science 
Professor Jack Gambino suggests that it is always useful to try to figure out the 
methodological how behind the what, especially since methodology is always 
based in certain assumptions as opposed to others. 

VOICES FROM ACROSS THE CURRICULUM 

Questions of Relevance and Methodology: A Political Science 
Professor Speaks 
What counts as evidence? I try to impress upon students that they need to 
substantiate their claims with evidence. Most have little trouble with this. However, 
when I tell them that evidence itself is dependent upon methodology- that it's 
not just a question of gathering "information;' but also a question of how it was 
gathered-their eyes glaze over. Can we trust the source of information? What 
biases may exist in the way questions are posed in an opinion poll? Who counts as an 
authority on a subject? (No, Rush Limbaugh cannot be considered an authority on 
women's issues, or the environment, or, for that matter, anything else!) Is your evidence 
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out-of-date? (In politics, books on electoral behavior have a shelf life only up to the 

next election. After two years, they may have severe limitations.) 

Methodological concerns also determine the relevance of evidence. Some models 

of, say, democratic participation define as irrelevant certain kinds of evidence that 

other models might view as crucial. For instance, a pluralist view of democracy, which 

emphasizes the dominant role of competitive elites, views the evidence of low voter 

turnout and citizen apathy as a minor concern. More participatory models, in contrast, 

interpret the same evidence as an indication of the crisis afflicting contemporary 

democratic practices. 

In addition to this question of relevance, methodology makes explicit the game plan of 

research: How did the student conduct his or her research? Why did he or she consider 

some information more relevant than others? Are there any gaps in the information? 

Does the writer distinguish cases in which evidence strongly supports a claim from 

evidence that is suggestive or speculative? 

Finally, students need to be aware of the possible ideological nature of evidence. 

For instance, Americans typically seek to explain such problems as poverty in 

individualistic terms, a view consistent with our liberal heritage, rather than in terms of 

class structure, as a Marxist would. Seeking the roots of poverty in individual behavior 

simply produces a particular kind of evidence different from that which would be 

produced if we began with the assumption that class structure plays a decisive 

influence in shaping individual behavior. 

-JACK GAMBINO, PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 

The preferences of different disciplines for certain kinds of evidence not
withstanding, most professors share the conviction that the evidence you 
choose to present should not be one-sided. They also understand that the 
observation of and use of evidence is never completely neutral. Whatever 
kind of evidence you're using, the emphasis rests on how you use what you 
have: how you articulate what it means and how carefully you link the evi
dence to your claims. 

The Rules of Argument 
Attempts to codify rules of argument-the reasoning process that connects 
evidence and claims-is part of a tradition oflogic reaching back into antiquity. 
We will now take a brief excursion there to provide theoretical background 
about ways of reasoning with evidence and claims. 

Philosophers have long quested for forms that might lend to human 
argument some greater clarity and certainty, like what is possible 
with formulas in math. As you will see and as most philosophers will 
readily admit, the reality of evaluating arguments in day-to-day life is nec
essarily a less tidy process than the rules of argument might make it seem. 
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The kinds of certainty that are sometimes possible with formulas in math 
are not so easily available when using words to make claims about human 
experience. Nevertheless, the rules of argument offer a set of specific guide
lines for discovering things that go right-and wrong-in the construction 
of an argument. 

Probably the most common way of talking about logical argumentation 
goes back to Aristotle. This approach doesn't always have direct applications 
to generating the kinds of analytical writing described in this book, but know
ing the ways that philosophers have devised for evaluating arguments can 
expand your ability to assess your own and others' reasoning about claims 
and evidence. 

Syllogism and Enthymeme 
At the heart of the Aristotelian model is the syllogism. There are a number 
of rules for evaluating the validity of a syllogism's conclusion. In this short 
section, we cannot offer enough of the details about argument analysis to 
equip you with the necessary skills. But we will give you enough detail so that 
you can understand the basic principles and methods of this way of thinking 
about argument. 

The syllogism is divided into three parts or steps: 

1. Major premise: a general proposition presumed to be true 

2. Minor premise: a subordinate proposition also presumed to be true 

3. Conclusion: a claim that follows logically from the two premises, if the 
argument has been properly framed 

Here is a frequently cited example of a syllogism: 

All men are mortal (major premise). 
Socrates is a man (minor premise). 
Therefore, Socrates is mortal (conclusion). 

A premise is a proposition (assumption) upon which an argument is 
based and from which a conclusion is drawn. The two premises in a syllogism 
offer reasons for believing the conclusion of the syllogism to be valid. If both 
of the premises have been stated in the proper form (both containing a shared 
term), then the conclusion must be valid. 

An important thing to know about syllogisms is that they are only as 
true as the premises they are made of. It is not, however, the business of the 
syllogism to test the truth of the premises. Syllogisms can only demonstrate 
that the form of the argument is valid. As you will see, this word "valid" is a 
key term in argument evaluation, a term that does not mean the same thing 
as right or true. 

If a writer follows the prescribed steps of the syllogism without violat
ing any of the rules on proper wording and on the way the steps may be put 
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together, then the conclusion arrived at in step 3 is valid. An argument evalu
ated in this way can be valid and still be false . For example: 

All politicians are corrupt. 
The mayor of Chicago is a politician. 
Therefore, the mayor of Chicago is corrupt. 

The problem here is not with the form of the syllogism, but with the fact that 
the major premise is untrue. 

To make good use of syllogistic reasoning, you need to get into the habit 
of recasting arguments that you write or read or hear into the proper syllo
gistic form. The way that most people articulate claims-often without even 
recognizing that they are making claims-is rarely, if ever, syllogistic. Claims, 
for example, if they are to be most easily assessed for validity, need to be 
recast so that they use forms of "to be" rather than other kinds of verbs (as in 
the Chicago example above). 

Arguments as we encounter them in daily life are considerably less easy 
to evaluate. These real-life arguments typically appear in a form that philoso
phers call the "enthymeme." An enthymeme is an incomplete syllogism. One 
of its premises has been left unstated, usually because the person offering the 
argument takes the unstated assumption to be a given, something so obvi
ously true that it doesn't even need to be made explicit. 

Sample Enthymeme #1 : Cats make better pets than dogs because cats are 
more independent. 

Unstated Assumption: Independent animals make better pets. 
Sample Enthymeme #2: Charter schools will improve the quality of educa

tion because they encourage competition. 
Unstated Assumption: Competition improves the quality of education. 

Recognizing and testing the accuracy of the unstated assumption is critical to 
evaluating any claim. This one skill-uncovering unstated assumptions-is 
extremely useful in analyzing the claims you encounter in life and in your 
own writing. 

Toulmin's Alternative Model of the Syllogism 
The British philosopher Steven Toulmin offered a competing model of argu
ment in his influential book, The Uses of Argument (1958). Toulmin's model 
was motivated by his belief that the philosophical tradition of formal logic, 
with its many rules for describing and evaluating the conduct of argu
ments, conflicts with the practice and idiom (ways of phrasing) of arguers. 
To radically simplify Toulmin's case, it is that the syllogism does not ade
quately account for what thinkers do when they try to frame and defend 
various claims. Toulmin describes the structure of argument in a way that 
he thought came closer to what actually happens in practice when we try 
to take a position. 
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The Toulmin model of argument re-names and reorders the process of 
reasoning described in the Aristotelian syllogism as follows: 

1. Data: the evidence appealed to in support of a claim; data respond to 
the question "What have you got to go on?" 

2. Warrant: a general principle or reason used to connect the data with 
the claim; the warrant responds to the question "How did you get 
there?" (from the data to the claim) 

3. Claim: a conclusion about the data (see Figure 4.2) 

I Support I •I Claim 

Warrant 

FIGURE 4.2 

The Toulmin Model 

Consider Figure 4.2 in terms of the chapter's opening discussion of link
ing evidence and claims. In the Toulmin model, the warrant is the link. It 
supplies the reasoning that explains why the evidence (support) leads to the 
conclusion (claim). 

Let's look briefly at how this reasoning structure works in practice by 
looking at one of Toulmin's examples. 

Data: Harry was born in Bermuda. 
Warrant: The relevant statutes provide that people born in the colonies of 

British parents are entitled to British citizenship (reason for connecting 
data to claim); 

Claim: So, presumably, Harry is a British citizen. (conclusion) 

We can now follow Toulmin a little further in his critique and revision 
of syllogistic ways of describing thinking. A syllogism, as you saw above in 
the Socrates example, is designed to reveal its soundness through the careful 
framing and arrangement of its terms: 

All men are mortal. (Allx's are y.) 
Socrates is a man. (Socrates is an x.) 
Therefore, Socrates is mortal. (Socrates is y.) 

At what price, asks Toulmin, do we simplify our phrasing of complex situations 
in the world in order to gain this appearance of truth? In how m any situations, 
he asks, can we say that "all x's are y"? 

The strictness of the rules necessary for guaranteeing formal validity, 
Toulmin argues, leaves out the greater amount of uncertainty that is a part 
of reasoning about most questions, issues, and problems. Toulmin observes, 
using his own argument structure as a case in point, that as soon as an 
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argument begins to add information in support of its premises, the complex
ity and inevitable tentativeness of the argument become apparent, rather 
than its evident truth. 

Here is Toulmin's explanation of what must happen to the form of an 
argument when a person begins to add more supporting information, which 
Toulmin calls backing. The backing for the warrant in the example above about 
the British citizenship of people born in Bermuda would inevitably involve 
mentioning "the relevant statutes"-acts of Parliament, statistical reports, 
and so forth-to prove its accuracy. The addition of such information, says 
Toulmin, would "prevent us from writing the argument so that its validity 
shall be manifest from its formal properties alone" (The Uses of Argument 123). 

To use an analogy, if the Aristotelian syllogism appears to offer us the 
promise of never mistaking the forest for the trees, Toulmin's revision of that 
model is to never let us forget that the forest is in fact made up of trees. 

As a writer, you will naturally want some guidelines and workable meth
ods for selecting evidence and linking it to claims. But what you can't expect 
to find is a set of predetermined slots into which you can drop any piece of 
evidence and find the truth. Rather, analyses and arguments operate within 
the complex set of details and circumstances that are part of life as we live it. 
An argument depends not only on whether or not its premises follow logically, 
but also on the quality of the thinking that produces those premises in the 
first place and painstakingly tests their accuracy. This is the job of analysis. 

Rogerian Argument and Practical Reasoning 
Contemporary rhetoricians are less concerned about testing the adequacy 
of arguments than they are with making argument better serve the needs of 
people in everyday life and in the larger arena of public discourse. The view 
of argument offered throughout this book-for example, in the discussion of 
counterproductive habits of mind in Chapter 1-is aligned with the thinking 
of two such rhetoricians, Carl Rogers and Wayne Booth. 

For these and other like-minded rhetoricians, the language of argument, 
which is often drawn from warfare, reflects its goal of gaining strategic advan
tage over others, who are considered as opponents. Booth and Rogers propose 
that the aim of argument should not be primarily to ensure certainty in order 
to defeat opponents, but to locate common ground. 

Both Rogers and Booth emphasize the need to understand and accurately 
represent the positions of "opponents" in an argument rather than search for 
the best and quickest way to defeat them. "For Booth," as one scholar notes, 
"reasoning equates not just with rational thought but instead with inquiry, a 
term that more expansively describes the process all of us are daily engaged 
in to shape and make sense of the world-a process the ends of which 
are seldom certain or empirically measurable" (Zachary Dobbins, "Wayne 
Booth, Narrative, and the Rhetoric of Empathy"-a talk delivered at the 2010 
Conference on College Composition and Communication). As Dobbins quotes 
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from Booth's Modern Dogma and the Rhetoric of Dissent, "The supreme purpose 
of persuasion ( ... ] should not be to talk someone else into a preconceived 
view; rather it must be to engage in mutual inquiry or exploration( ... ]." This 
goal is very much the norm in academic writing, where people try to put dif
ferent points of view into conversation rather than set out to have one view 
defeat another. 

Deduction and Induction: Two Ways of Linking 
Evidence and Claims 
Next we will address how thinking moves in a piece of writing. The way evi
dence and claims are located creates different organizational shapes and 
sequences. 

Anyone who looks seriously at the relationship between evidence and 
claim needs two key terms: 

-induction: reasoning from particulars to the general, and 
-deduction: reasoning from the general to the particular. 

Take a moment to study Figure 4.3 on page 102. 
As a thought process, deduction reasons from a general principle to a 

particular case, in order to draw a conclusion about that case. It introduces 
this principle up front and then uses it to select and interpret evidence. For 
example, a deductive paper might state in its first paragraph that attitudes 
toward and rules governing sexuality in a given culture can be seen, at least 
in part, to have economic causes. The paper might then apply this principle, 
already assumed to be true, to the codes governing sexual behavior in several 
cultures or several kinds of sexual behavior in a single culture. The writer's 
aim would be to use his or her general principle as a means of explaining 
selected features of particular cases. 

A good deductive argument is, however, more than a mechanical appli
cation or matching exercise of general claim and specific details that are 
explained by it. Deductive reasoning uses the evidence to draw out the 
implications-what logicians term inferring the consequences-of the claim. 
Particularly in the sciences, the deductive process aims at predicting one phe
nomenon from another. A scientist asks in effect, "If x happens in a particular 
case, will it also happen in another similar case?" 

The inductive thought process typically begins, not with a general princi
ple, but with particular data for which it seeks to generate some explanatory 
principle. Whereas deduction moves by applying a generalization to particu
lar cases, induction moves from the observation of individual cases to the 
formation of a general principle. Because all possible cases can obviously 
never be examined-every left-handed person, for example, if one wishes 
to theorize that left-handed people are better at spatial thinking than right
handers-the principle (or thesis) arrived at through inductive reasoning 
always remains open to doubt. 
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FIGURE 4.3 

(B) Induction 

Set of 
particular Q\O;O 
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Conclusion: 
General principle 
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(D) Blend: Deduction to Induction 

General principle 
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New set of 
particular 
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Conclusion 

Deduction and Induction. Deduction (A) uses particular cases to exemplify 
general principles and analyze their implications. Induction (B) constructs 
general principles from the analysis of particular cases. In practice, 
analytical thinking and writing blend deduction and induction and start 
either with particular cases (C) or a general principle (D) 

Nevertheless, the primary claim of an inductive paper is generally 
deemed credible if a writer can demonstrate that the theory is based on a 
reasonably sized sampling of representative instances. Obviously, a child 
who arrives at the claim that all orange food tastes bad on the basis of 
squash and carrots h as not based that theory on an adequate sampling of 
available evidence. 
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Induction is a process aimed at forming theories about the meaning of 
things. The scientific method, for example, uses induction to evolve explana
tions for observed phenomenon such as the higher incidence of heart attacks 
among men than women. The proposed explanation (general principle) is then 
tested deductively according to the pattern: if theory Xis true, then such-and
such should follow. If the particular results predicted by the theory do not occur 
when the theory is put to the test, the scientist knows that something is wrong 
with his or her induction. A deductive premise is only as good as the inductive 
reasoning that produced it in the first place. (See, in Chapter 6, our discussion 
of a student essay on the meaning ofVelazquez's painting, Las Meninas, for an 
example of how inductive reasoning works in the writing process.) 

As these examples show, in most cases induction and deduction oper
ate in tandem (see Figure 4.3, C and D). The aim of analysis is usually to test 
(deductively) the validity of a hypothetical conclusion or to generate (induc
tively) a theory that might plausibly explain a given set of data. Analysis moves 
between the particular and the general, regardless of which comes first. 

"1 on 10" and "10 on 1" 
We use the terms 1 on 10 and 10 on 1 for deduction and induction, because 
these terms make it easy to visualize what in practice writers actually do when 
they use these thought processes. In 1 on 10, our term for deduction, a writer 
attaches the same claim (1) to a number of pieces of evidence. (The "10" stands 
for a series of examples, as shown in Figure 4.4) . In 10 on 1, our term for induc
tion, the writer makes a series of observations (arbitrarily, "10") about a single 
example (the "1"; see Figure 4.5). We now will talk about each of these in turn. 

DOING 1ON10 

To get started on 1on10, you need, of course, a 1-a claim that you think 
usefully illuminates the pieces of evidence you are looking at. You can arrive 
at this claim by searching for patterns of repetition in the evidence (see THE 

General 
claim 

FIGURE 4.4 
DOING 1 ON 10: 1 Claim, 10 Pieces of Evidence (in which 10 stands arbitrarily 
for any number of examples) 
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DOING 10 ON 1. The pattern of 10 on 1 (in which "10" stands arbitrarily for 
any number of points) successively develops a series of points about a 
single representative example. Its analysis of evidence is in depth 

METHOD in Chapter 1) . The primary reason you are looking at a number of 
examples is to determine if there is sufficient evidence to make the claim. 
The pieces of evidence will in effect be united by the claim. If, for example, 
you discover that revolutionary movements at different historical moments 
and geographical locales produce similar kinds of violence, you would be 
able to demonstrate that there is a generalizable model for organizing and 
understanding the evidence-a model that provides a way of seeing a vast 
amount of information. 

The search for a claim that enables the deductive way of seeing necessar
ily involves focusing on similarity rather than difference. If a writer in reading 
the biblical book of Exodus focuses broadly on the difficulties of faith , she 
could formulate a principle that might be used deductively to reveal the unity 
in the book: that again and again the Israelites get into trouble whenever their 
faith in God falters . 

Similarly, when scientists test a theory by seeing how well it explains 
certain phenomena, they are operating deductively. They use the theory
the "1"-to call attention to and explain what otherwise might have seemed 
entirely disconnected pieces of evidence. This is what is exciting about deduc
tion at its best-it's revealing. It highlights a pattern in a body of evidence 
that, before the revelation of pattern, just seemed a collection of data. 
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Organizing Papers Using 1 on 10 

1. Either start with a preexisting claim or generate a claim by using THE 

METHOD or NOTICE & rncus to find a revealing pattern or tendency in your 
evidence. (See Chapter 1.) 

2. As you move through the evidence, look for data that corroborate 
your claim. 

3. Formulate your reasons for saying that each piece of evidence supports 
the overarching claim. 

4. Work out how the separate parts of your data connect. 

5. Revise and enrich the implications of your claim (the 1) on the basis of 
the series of examples (the 10) you've presented. 

A Potential Problem with 1 on 10: Mere Demonstration 
The single biggest potential problem in 1on10 papers is that the form lends itself 
so easily to superficial thinking. This is true in part because when the time comes 
to compose a formal paper, it is very common for writers to panic, and abandon 
the wealth of data and ideas they have accumulated in the exploratory writing 
stage, telling themselves, "Now I better have my one idea and be able to prove 
to everybody that I'm right." Out goes careful attention to detail. Out goes any 
evidence that doesn't fit. Instead of analysis, they substitute the kind of paper 
we call a demonstration. That is, they cite evidence to prove that a generalization 
is generally true. The problem with the demonstration lies with its too limited 
notions of what a thesis and evidence can do in a piece of analytical thinking. 

The 1 on 10 demonstration, as opposed to a more productive deductive 
analysis, results from a mistaken assumption about the function of evidence: 
that it exists only to demonstrate the validity of (corroborate) a claim. Beyond 
corroborating claims, evidence should serve to test and develop them. A 
writer who makes a single and usually very general claim ("History repeats 
itself," "Exercise is good for you," and so forth) and then proceeds to affix it 
to ten examples is likely to produce a list, not a piece of developed thinking. 

DOING 10 ON 1: Saying More About Less 
The phrase "10 on 1" is the term the book uses to describe inductive ways of pro
ceeding in a piece of writing. Rather than lookin.g at the whole, you are looking 
in depth at a part that you think is representative of the whole. Note that 10 on 
1 is a deliberate inversion of 1on10, so that the "1" now stands for a single, rich, 
and representative example, and the "10" stands for the various observations 
that you are able to make about it. To return to the Exodus example, a writer 
who wished to explore the dynamics of failed faith might make his "1" the 
episode of the golden calf in chapter 32: 1-35. He might isolate key repetitions 
and strands, and actively raise questions. Why, for example, does Moses burn 
the idol, grind it to powder, scatter it on water, and make the Israelites drink it? 
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DOING 10 ON 1 will lead you to draw out as much meaning as possible from 
your best example-a case of narrowing the focus and then analyzing in 
depth. Eventually you will move from this key example to others that usefully 
extend and qualify your point, but first you need to let analysis of your repre
sentative example produce more thinking. In Exodus 35, for example, failed 
faith provokes anger (arguably, the key repetition in the chapter) and eventual 
bloodshed. Before a writer could see these three terms as a pattern in the text, 
he'd need to study other instances of failed faith in this book of the Bible. 

The practice of DOING 10 ON 1 remedies the major problem writers have 
when they do 1 on 10: simply attaching a host of examples to an obvious and 
overly general claim, with little or no analysis . DOING 10 ON 1 requires writers 
to explore the evidence, not just generalize about it. 

You can use 10 on 1 to accomplish various ends: (1) to locate the range 
of possible meanings your evidence suggests, (2) to make you less inclined to 
cling to your first claim, (3) to open the way for you to discover the complexity 
of your subject, and (4) to slow down the rush to generalization and thus help 
to ensure that when you arrive at a working thesis, it will be more specific and 
better able to account for your evidence. 

Organizing Papers Using 10 on 1 

1. Use THE METHOD or NOTICE & rocus to find a revealing pattern or tendency 
in your evidence. (See Chapter 1.) 

2. Select a representative example. 

3. Do 10 on 1 to produce an in-depth analysis of your example. 

4. Test your results in similar cases. 

A Potential Problem with 10 on 1: Not Demonstrating 
the Representativeness of Your Example 
Focusing on your single best example has the advantage of economy, cutting to 
the heart of the subject, but it runs the risk that the example you select might 
not in fact be representative. You need to demonstrate its representativeness 
overtly. This means showing that your example is part of a larger pattern of 
similar evidence and not just an isolated instance. To establish that pattern it is 
useful to do 1on10-locating ten examples that share a trait- as a preliminary 
step and then select one of these for in-depth analysis. 

In terms of logic, the problem of generalizing from too little and unrep
resentative evidence is known as an unwarranted inductive leap. The writer 
leaps from one or two instances to a broad claim about an entire class or 
category. Just because you see an economics professor and a biology profes
sor wearing corduroy jackets, for example, you would not want to leap to the 
conclusion that all professors wear corduroy jackets. Most of the time, unwar
ranted leaps result from making too large a claim and avoiding examples that 
might contradict it. 
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FIGURE 4.6 

Tiananmen Square, Beijing, 1989 

DOING 10 ON 1: A Brief Example (Tiananmen Square) Note how the writer of 
the following discussion of the people 's revolt in China in 1989 sets up his 
analysis. He first explains how his chosen example-a classic photograph 
(shown in Figure 4.6) from the media coverage of the event-illuminates his 
larger subject. The image is of a Chinese man in a white shirt who temporar
ily halted a line of tanks on their way to quell a demonstration in Tiananmen 
Square in Beijing. 

The tank image provided a miniature, simplified version of a larger, more complex 

revolution. The conflict between man and tank embodied the same tension found in 

the conflict between student demonstrators and the Peoples' Army. The man in the 

white shirt, like the students, displayed courage, defiance, and rebellious individuality 

in the face of power. Initially, the peaceful revolution succeeded: the state allowed 

the students to protest; likewise, the tank spared the man's life. Empowered, the 

students' demands for democracy grew louder. Likewise, the man boldly jumped 

onto the tank and addressed the soldiers. The state's formerly unshakable dominance 

appeared weak next to the strength of the individual. However, the state asserted 

its power: the Peoples' Army marched into the square, and the tanks roared past the 

man into Beijing. 

The image appeals to American ideology. The man in the white shirt personifies the 

strength of the American individual. His rugged courage draws on contemporary 

heroes such as Rambo. His defiant gestures resemble the demonstrations of Martin 

Luther King Jr. and his followers. American history predisposes us to identify strongly 
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with the Chinese demonstrators: we have rebelled against the establishment, we have 

fought for freedom and democracy, and we have defended the rights of the individual. 

For example, The New York Times reported that President George [H. W.] Bush watched 

the tank incident on television and said, "I'm convinced that the forces of democracy 

are going to overcome these unfortunate events in Tiananmen Square:' Bush 

represents the popular American perspective of the Chinese rebellion; we support the 

student demonstrators. 

This analysis is a striking example of DOING 10 oN 1. In the first paragraph, the 
writer constructs a detailed analogy between the particular image and the larger 
subject of which it was a part. The analogy allows the writer not just to describe 
but also to interpret the event. In the second paragraph, he develops his focus 
on the image as an image, a photographic representation tailor-made to appeal 
to American viewing audiences. Rather than generalizing about why Americans 
might find the image appealing, he establishes a number of explicit connections 
(does 10 on 1} between the details of the image and typical American heroes. 
By drawing out the implications of particular details, he manages to say more 
about the significance of the American response to the demonstrations in China 
than a broader survey of those events would have allowed. 

TRY THIS 4 .2: DoING 10 oN 1 with Newspaper Visuals 
Search out photographs in the newspaper and do 10 on 1. Or alternatively, 
spend some time DOING 10 ON 1 on a comic strip. What perspectives emerge once 
you have restricted the focus? List details, and also list multiple implications. 
Remember to ask not just What do I notice? but What else do I notice? And not 
just What does it imply? but What else might it imply? 

TRY THIS 4.3: DOING 10 ON 1 with a Reading 
Take a piece of reading- a representative example-from something you are 
studying and do 10 on 1. Allow yourself to notice more and more about the 
evidence and make the details speak. A single, well-developed paragraph from 
something you are reading can be enough to practice on, especially because 
you are working on saying more about less, rather than less about more. 

10 on 1 and Disciplinary Conventions 
In some cases, the conventions of a discipline appear to discourage DOING 10 
ON 1. The social sciences, in particular, tend to require a larger set of analo
gous examples to prove a hypothesis. Especially in certain kinds of research, 
the focus of inquiry rests on discerning broad statistical trends over a wide 
range of evidence. But some trends deserve more attention than others, and 
some statistics similarly merit more interpretation than others. The best 
writers learn to choose examples carefully- each one for a reason-and to 
concentrate on developing the most revealing ones in depth. 

For instance, proving that tax laws are prejudiced in particularly subtle 
ways against unmarried people might require a number of analogous cases 
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along with a statistical summary of the evidence. But even with a subject 
such as this, you could still concentrate on some examples more than oth
ers. Rather than moving through each example as a separate case, you could 
use your analyses of these primary examples as lenses for investigating 
other evidence. 

Larger Organizational Schemes: Writing Papers 
Based on 1 on 10 & 10 on 1 
The goal of this chapter has been to get you to think about all the choices you 
can make in arranging evidence and claims, and in clarifying the relation 
between the two. It's not surprising that the logical processes we've been 
discussing for moving between evidence and claims can be adapted into frame
works for organizing papers. 

We're going to start with a negative example, a form with which many 
of you will be familiar, to show what can go wrong when a writer connects 
evidence and claims in too mechanical a fashion. We will then offer some 
templates (step-by- step roadmaps) that will show you how to arrange evi
dence and claims in a coherent fashion without sacrificing the necessary 
attention to detail and to careful qualification of ideas. 

The Problem of 5-Paragraph Form: A Reductive Version of 1on10 
As you've seen, some organizational schemes have the potential to resist care
ful thinking, as does 1 on 10, for example, when it is allowed to become a 
superficial demonstration. One version of this format is 5-paragraph form, 
an organizational scheme that we criticized in Chapter 1 as an example of the 
slot-filler mentality. 

Many of you will find the basic five-paragraph form familiar, as it is com
monly taught in schools: 

1. An introduction that ends with a thesis listing three points (the so
called tripartite or three-part thesis) 

2. Three body paragraphs, each supporting one of the three points 

3. A conclusion beginning "Thus, we see" or "In conclusion" that essen
tially repeats the thesis statement as it was in paragraph one 

Here is an example in outline form: 
Introduction: The food in the school cafeteria is bad. It lacks variety, it's 

unhealthy, and it is always overcooked. In this essay I will discuss these three 
characteristics. 

Paragraph 2: The first reason cafeteria food is bad is that there is no vari
ety. (Plus one or two examples-no salad bar, mostly fried food, and so forth) 

Paragraph 3: Another reason cafeteria food is bad is that it is not healthy. 
(Plus a few reasons-high cholesterol, too many hot dogs, too much sugar, 
and so forth) 
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Paragraph 4: In addition, the food is always overcooked. {Plus some 
examples-the vegetables are mushy, the "mystery" meat is tough to recog
nize, and so forth) 

Conclusion: Thus, we see . .. {Plus a restatement of the introductory 
paragraph) 

Most high school students write dozens of themes using this basic for
mula. They are taught to use five-paragraph form because it seems to provide 
the greatest good-a certain minimal clarity-for the greatest number of stu
dents. But the form does not promote logically tight and thoughtful writing. 
It is a meat grinder that can turn any content into sausages. 

The two major problems it typically creates are easy to see. 

1. The introduction reduces the remainder of the essay to redundancy. The 
first paragraph gives readers a list of what they're going to hear; the 
succeeding three paragraphs tell them the same thing again in more 
detail; and the conclusion repeats what they have just been told 
repeatedly. What is the primary cause of all this redundancy? As in the 
example above, an overly general thesis (cafeteria foGd is "bad") substi
tutes a list of predictable points for a complex statement of idea. 

2. The form arbitrarily divides content: The format invites writers to list 
rather than analyze, plugging supporting examples into categories 
without examining them or how they are related. Isn't overcooked food 
unhealthy? Isn't a lack of variety also conceivably unhealthy? Why are 
there three points (or examples or reasons) instead of five or one? As 
is evident in the transitions ("first," "second," "in addition"), the form 
prompts the writer simply to append evidence to generalizations 
without saying anything about it. 

The subject of the sample essay, on the other hand, is not as unpromis
ing as the format makes it appear. It could easily be redirected along a more 
productive pathway. (If the food is bad, what are the underlying causes of the 
problem? Are students getting what they ask for? Is the problem one of cost? 
Why or why not?) 

Now let's look briefly at the introductory paragraph from a student's 
essay on a more academic subject. Here we can see a remarkable feature of 
five-paragraph form-its capacity to produce the same kind of say-nothing 
prose on almost any subject. 

Throughout the film The Tempest, a version of Shakespeare's play The Tempest, there were a 

total of seven characters. These characters were Calibano, Alonso, Antonio, Aretha, Freddy, 

the doctor, and Dolores. Each character in the film represented a person in Shakespeare's 

play, but there were four people who were greatly similar to those in Shakespeare, and 

who played a role in symbolizing aspects of forgiveness, love, and power. 

The final sentence of the paragraph reveals the writer's addiction to five
paragraph form. It signals that the writer will proceed in a purely mechanical 
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and superficial way, producing a paragraph on forgiveness, a paragraph on love, 
a paragraph on power, and a conclusion stating again that the film's characters 
resemble Shakespeare's in these three aspects. The writer is so busy demon
strating that the characters are concerned with forgiveness, love, and power that 
she misses the opportunity to analyze the significance of her own observations. 

Instead, readers are drawn wearily to a conclusion; they get no place 
except back where they began. Further, the demonstration mode prevents her 
from analyzing connections among the categories. The writer might consider, 
for example, how the play and the film differ in resolving the conflict between 
power and forgiveness (focusing on difference within similarity). Or she might 
complicate the relationship among her three points-for example, that the 
play only appears to be about love and forgiveness but is really about power. 

These more analytical approaches lie concealed in the writer's introduc
tion, but they never get discovered because the five-paragraph form militates 
against sustained analytical thinking. Its division of the subject into parts, 
which is only one part of analysis, has become an end unto itself. 

Greek mythology offers a memorable way to think about the problem 
with five -paragraph form. On his way to Athens, the hero Theseus encounters 
a particularly surly host, Procrustes, who offers wayfarers a bed for the night 
but with a catch. If they do not fit his bed exactly, he either stretches them or 
lops off their extremities until they do. This story has given us the word "pro
crustean," which the dictionary defines as "tending to produce conformity 
by violent or arbitrary means." Five-paragraph form is a procrustean formula 
that most students learn in high school. Although it has the advantage of 
providing a mechanical format that will give virtually any subject the appear
ance of order, it usually lops off a writer's ideas before they have the chance 
to form, or it stretches a single idea to the breaking point. 

A complex idea is one that has many sides. To treat such ideas intel
ligently, writers need a form that will not require them to cut off all of those 
sides except the one that most easily fits the bed. 

Rehabilitating Five-Paragraph Form 
Here are two quick checks for whether five-paragraph form has closed down 
the thinking in a paper of yours, in which case it needs rehabilitation: 

1. Look at the paragraph openings. Do these read like a list, each begin
ning with an additive transition like "another" followed by a more or 
less exact repetition of your central point ("another example is ... ," 
"yet another example is ... ")? 

2. Compare the wording in the last statement of the paper's thesis (in 
the conclusion) with the first statement of it in the introduction. Is the 
wording at these two locations virtually the same? 

If the answer is yes to these two questions, chances are great that you are list
ing, rather than analyzing, the evidence. 
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What can you do to remedy the situation? As we hope you can see, the 
problems that beset 5-paragraph form have less to do with the form, itself, 
than with the underdeveloped thinking habits it allows and, perhaps, encour
ages. There is nothing inherently wrong with partitioning, dividing a paper 
into three or more parts or phases and connecting each deductively to some 
governing claim. There is also nothing wrong with a claim that becomes, in 
effect, a road map for the paper. 

But to rehabilitate the form, you probably need to revamp the claim and 
restructure the way it connects with the evidence. The claim needs to do 
something: to lead readers to discover a meaning or see a pattern beyond the 
obvious in the data. 

As for the evidence, don't just say repeatedly that each point or example 
or reason supports your thesis. Ask yourself, what has my thesis caused me to 
see in my evidence that might otherwise not be evident to readers? And what 
are the logical connections among the three parts or phases? 

Outline for a Viable Version of Five-Paragraph Form 
1. Write a short paragraph, half-page, typed, double spaced in which you 

say what you think is the most interesting or revealing or strange thing 
you've noticed about your subject. Conclude the paragraph by asking 
and answering an initial "so what?"-as in, where might this observa
tion get us? How might we best understand it? Make sure this is not 
just a three-point list. This answer is your initial shot at a thesis. 

2. Spend three body paragraphs, the three phases or parts of the middle 
of your paper, explaining what that claim has allowed you to notice in 
your data. 

3. Make sure to explain the links among the three phases or parts. How 
does one lead to another? How do they differ despite their similarity, 
and So what? 

4. End with an ultimate "So what?" How might the things you've noticed 
lead to a better understanding of the subject than would otherwise 
have been possible? What are the implications of your conclusion for 
further thinking on this or related subjects? 

Pan, Track, & Zoom: "Directing" Your Paper 
The language of filmmaking offers a useful way for understanding the different 
ways that a writer can focus evidence. The writer, like the director of a film, 
controls the focus through different kinds of shots-pan, track, and zoom. This 
analogy is particularly useful for locating 10 on 1 in the context of a larger paper. 
The zoom (a close-up shot) is equivalent to a writer DOING 10 ON 1. The zoom is 
then located in the context of two other kinds of shots-pans and tracks. 

The pan-The camera pivots around a stable axis, giving the viewer the 
big picture. Using a pan, we see everything from a distance. Pans provide a 
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context, some larger pattern, the "forest" within which the writer can also 
examine particular "trees." Pans establish the representativeness of the 
example the writer later examines in more detail, showing that it is not an 
isolated instance. 

The track-The camera no longer stays in one place, but follows some 
sequence of action. For example, whereas a pan might survey a room full of 
guests at a cocktail party, a track would pick up a particular guest and follow 
along as she walks across the room, picks up a photograph, proceeds through 
the door, and throws the photo in a trash can. Analogously, a writer tracks by 
moving in on selected pieces of the larger picture and following them to make 
telling connections among them. 

The zoom-The camera moves in even closer on a selected piece of the 
scene, allowing us to notice more of its details . For example, a zoom might 
focus in on the woman's hand as she crumples the photograph she's about 
to throw away or on her face as she slams the lid on the trash can. A writer 
zooms in by giving us more detail on a particular part of his or her evidence 
and making the details say more. The zoom is the shot that enables you to 
do 10 on 1. 

Ultimately, pan, track, and zoom express a writer's authority-known in 
academic lingo as agency, the power to shape events. Many writers are not 
aware of their choices in how to present what they have to say; they don 't 
realize that they can see things from different distances-close up, middle 
distance, far away-and that they can cover a lot of ground swiftly, or they 
can pause to linger over one small spot. 

Pan, track, and zoom also have a lot to do with a writer's awareness of 
audience, and what that audience needs to know. Often in the midst of a 
piece of writing, you are tracking from one tree (or point) to the next in the 
forest, but you and your reader both can forget how you got there , where 
you've come from, and where you're bound. 

At that point, suddenly panning on the forest, giving the reader the 
larger picture in one shot, can help reorient everyone. This need to rein
force the place of a particular part in terms of the larger whole (in film 
lingo, an establishing shot) is even more pronounced when a writer has 
been focused in close. After being asked to focus closely on a single issue 
or example, the reader needs to be brought back to the ongoing logical or 
narrative sequence (the what-comes-next) in order to stay on track. Just as 
in a film, the pan gives us a sense of the whole, the track gives us a sense 
of coherence and continuity, and the zoom gives us a privileged look at 
moments of greatest important and interest, enabling us to consider the 
subject in more detail. 

In a short paper (three to five pages), you might devote as much as 
90 percent of your writing to exploring what one example (the "1"-your 
zoom) reveals about the larger subject. Even in a paper that uses several 
examples, however, as much as 50 percent might still be devoted to analysis 
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of and generalization from a single case. The remaining portion of the paper 
would make connections with other examples, testing and applying the ideas 
you arrived at from your single case. In-depth analysis of your best example 
thus creates a center from which you can move in two directions: (1) toward 
generalizations about the larger subject and (2) toward other examples, using 
your primary example as a tool of exploration. 

A Template for Organizing Papers Using 10 on 1 
Here is a template for writing papers using 10 on 1. It brings together much 
of the key terminology introduced in this chapter. Think of it-not as a rigid 
format-but as an outline for moving from one phase of your paper to the next. 
Unlike five-paragraph form, the template will give you room to think and to 
establish connections among your ideas. 

1. In your introduction, start by noting (panning on) an interesting pat
tern or tendency you have found in your evidence. (As explained 
earlier in the chapter, you may find it useful to do 1 on 10 in order to 
discover the pattern.) Explain what attracted you to it-why you find it 
potentially significant and worth looking at. This paragraph would end 
with a tentative theory (working thesis) about what this pattern or ten
dency might reveal or accomplish. 

2. Zoom in on your representative example, some smaller part of the 
larger pattern and argue for its representativeness and usefulness in 
coming to a better understanding of your subject. 

3. Do 10 on 1. Analyze your representative example, sharing with your 
readers your observations (what you notice) and your tentative con
clusions (answers to the So what? question) . Then use complicating 
evidence to refine your claims. 

4a. In a short paper, you might at this point move to your conclusion, with 
its qualified, refined version of your thesis and brief commentary on 
what you've accomplished-that is, the ways in which your analysis 
has illuminated the larger subject. 

4b. In a longer paper, you would begin "constellating"-organizing the 
essay by exploring and elaborating the connections among your repre
sentative examples analyzed via 10 on 1. 

When you constellate evidence, you connect the dots, so to speak, as 
do the imaginary lines we draw between stars when creating a con
stellation in the night sky. We see the evidence coming together in a 
meaningful pattern. 

In the language of the film analogy, you would move from your initial 
zoom to another zoom on a similar case, to see the extent to which the thesis 
you evolved with your representative example needed further adjusting to 
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better reflect the nature of your subject as a whole. This last move is a pri
mary topic of Chapter 6, Finding and Evolving a Thesis . 

DoING 10 ON 1 to Find an Organizing Claim: A Student Paper 
The essay below is an exploratory draft on a film, using a single scene to gen
erate its thinking. As you read the essay, watch how the writer uses 10 on 1. 
Notice how the writer repeatedly tests her tentative conclusions against the 
evidence until she arrives at a plausible working thesis that might organize the 
next draft. 

On the Edge: A Scene from Good-bye Lenin! 

1. The movie shows us Alex and Lara's first date, which is to a sort of underground 

music club where the performers wear costumes made of plastic tubing and leather, 

and play loud hard-core rock music. At first, the musicians look surreal, as though 

they are part of a strange dream from which, at any moment, Alex will awake. The 

Western rock is real , though, as are the sci-fi costumes, and the scene moves forward 

to show Alex and Lara climbing a stairway out onto what looks like a fire escape and 

then through a window and into an apartment. 

2. Here, Alex and Lara settle down into conversation. The young couple sits, hand in 

hand, and gazes together into the night sky; yet, as the camera pans away, we see 

that the apartment where the two have retreated is missing its fa~ade. Inside, 

three walls are still decorated, complete with furniture, wallpaper, and even working 

lamps; yet, the two sit on the ledge of the fourth wall, which has crumbled 

away completely. 

3. [So what?:] On the surface, I think the movie invites us to read this as a visual 

representation of the new lives Alex, Lara, and the other characters face now that 

the wall has fallen . As a Westerner, at first I read this scene as a representation of 

the new relationship between Lara and Alex. In other words, I imagined the movie's 

placement of the couple on the ledge of a domestic space as a representation 

of where their lives were going together-toward some shared domestic life, 

toward living together, toward becoming a family. I also thought thi s was a clever 

representation of the collapse of communism-this wall has also fallen down. 

4. [complicating evidence:] I don't think, however, that the movie lets us entertain 

this one romanticized reading of the scene for long-the image is too frightening. 

As the camera pans away, we see that this isn't a new Westernized apartment; this 

is an East German flat decorated in much the same way as Alex's home was only 

months before. The image is alarming; the wall here has been ripped down, [So 

what?:] and we are forced to ask, did the fall of communism violently blow apart 

domestic and daily living of East German people? 

5. The movie allows us this dichotomy and, I think, fights to sustain it. On one hand, 

Alex and Lara would not be on this date if the wall hadn't come down, and yet 

the scene is more than just another representation of East Germany torn between 

Communism and the new Westernization. [working thesis:] The movie tries 
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hard to remind us that the rapid Westernization of East Germany devastated while 

it liberated in other ways. This scene uses space to represent Alex and Lara's (and 

East Germany's) dilemma: Alex and Lara gaze out at the night sky but only because 

the wall has been blown apart. The exposed apartment is uninhabitable and yet 

the lights still work, the pictures are still hung, and a young couple leans against 

one another inside. 

Notice how the writer's DO ING 10 ON 1 causes a main idea, a claim, to 
take shape. The writer would now evaluate this claim by asking herself how 
well it accounts for the things she has noticed. Take a look again at the Five 
Analytical Moves in Chapter 1 and the observational strategies included there. 
10 on 1 uses these strategies repeatedly: 

What do you notice?+ Rank. Which observations seem the most signifi
cant, and why? 

What repeats, what goes with what, what is opposed to what, and So 
what? (THE METHOD) 

Rank by explaining which repetition, strand, or contrast (binary) you 
think is most significant and why. The answer to this question could become 
"the 1" (a tentative theory) for organizing a paper. 

TRY THIS 4.4: Marking Claims, Evidence, and Complications in a Draft 
As a check on the range of concepts that this and the previous chapter have 
introduced, mark the student draft ("On the Edge: A Scene from Good-bye 
Lenin!") as follows: 

• Mark claims-assertions made about the evidence-with the letter C. Claims 
are ideas that the evidence seems to support. An example of a claim is 
in paragraph 4: "I don't think, however, that the movie lets us entertain 
this one romanticized reading of the scene for long." 

• Underline evidence. The evidence is the pool of primary material 
(data)-details from the film, rather than the writer's ideas about it. An 
example of evidence is in paragraph 2: "The young couple sits, hand in 
hand, and gazes together into the night sky; yet, as the camera pans 
aW'!-Y· we see that the apartment where the two have retreated is miss
ing its fa<;ade." This piece of evidence is the 1 of the 10 on 1. In effect, 
the whole draft goes after the range of possible implications that may 
be inferred from the image of the young couple sitting at the edge of 
an apartment that is missing one of its walls, presumably a result of 
war damage. 

• Circle complications. Complications can be found both in the evidence 
a writer cites and in the claims a writer makes about it. Complicating 
evidence is evidence that does not fit the claims the writer has been 
making. For example, in paragraph 4: "As the camera pans away, we 
see that this isn't a new Westernized apartment; this is an East German 
flat decorated in much the same way as Alex's home was only months 
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before. The image is alarming; the wall here has been ripped down." 
This evidence causes the writer to reconsider an earlier claim from 
paragraph 3 that the scene is about the couple moving "toward some 
shared domestic life, toward living together, toward becoming a family." 

Assignments: Reasoning from Evidence to Claims 
1. Locate and Analyze Enthymemes. Gather a list of statements-claims 

that you either overhear, find yourself saying, or read. Treat these as 
enthymemes: reason back to and articulate the unstated assumption 
already assumed to be true upon which each claim depends. Here's an 
example: Standardized testing is a problem because it tends to control 
what teachers can teach. 

2. Do 10 on 1 on a Scene from a Film. Write a 10 on 1 analysis on a single 
scene or kind of scene from a film, using the student paper on Good-bye 
Lenin! as a model. On the basis of this analysis, write a single-sentence 
claim that could become a thesis for a longer paper on this film. 

3. Revise a 1 on 10 Paper Using 10 on 1. Locate a deductively organized 
paper you have written or have in draft. Choose the single example 
that you find most interesting in the paper, and now do 10 on 1 on it to 
explore further its implications. This analysis should teach you more 
about your subject, leading you to a revised thesis. Use this revised 
thesis as a lens to revise the entire essay. 

4. Study a Feature Piece from a Magazine. Write an analysis of an essay 
from a magazine that specializes in analytical journalism, such as The 

New Yorker or The Atlantic Monthly . Figure out the essay's organizational 
scheme by marking its claims and evidence and examining how the 
piece progresses among the various claims it makes. Describe this 
organizational pattern, noting for example how and when it moves 
inductively or deductively, and where it pauses to dwell in some detail 
(zoom) on a particular piece of its evidence. 

5. Write a Paper Following the Template for Organizing Papers Using 10 
on 1. Choose a topic for your paper from something you are studying 
that you are trying to think more carefully about: economic stimulus 
packages, government bailouts, intelligence tests, failed revolutions, 
successful fascist dictatorships, etc. You might select a representa
tive passage from a story or a representative story from a volume of 
stories by a single author. You might choose a representative passage 
of several pages or perhaps a chapter from a book in one of your other 
courses. Then write a short essay, following the template. 
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